***Do NOT Drive ATV Past the Pier!!!***

For any rentals North of the Pier, you must park and walk to set up.

**SUNSKIPPER/SAND FIDDLER**

**NO RENTALS BETWEEN SUNSKIPPER AND CB PIER, NO BEACH LEFT**

- Periwinkle
- Clam Shell
- Sand Dollar
- Starfish
- Bessie Bonnet
- Sandpiper
- Oyster Shell
- Sail Fish
- Seagull
- Scallop

**BEACH HOUSE INN & SUITES**
(gray building north of access with flags)

- Dolphin Lane Motel
- Savannah Inn
- Surfside Motorlodge
- Seawitch
- Cabana Suites
- Hampton Inn

**TONY SILVAGNI SURF SCHOOL**

- Marriott

**TIKI**

**DRIVE ON ACCESS-HAMLET AVE**

- Sands IV
- Driftwood
- Lake Drive
- Coral Surf
- Spartanburg

- Sand Pebbles (North)
- Sand Pebbles (South)
- Janison Cottages

- Tennessee

**GOLDEN SANDS MOTEL**

- Ocean Grill & Tiki Bar
- North Carolina

- Sea Colony

**DRIVE ON ACCESS-OCEAN BLVD**

- Pelican

- Atlantic Towers
- Oceaneer Motel

**CB TOWN LIMITS**

*STOP HERE. DO NOT PASS W/ ATV*

Pipe